
Unions Remind Canadians Every Labour Day 

For many Canadians the true meaning of Labour Day is lost in the midst of history.  

For most Canadians the first Monday in September is time for one last trip, a time 

to start closing up the cottage or an opportunity to get ready for back to school 

which always falls the Tuesday after the Labour Day celebration. 

The recognition of the roles played by organized labour in Canada began in 

Toronto in 1872.  Printers were campaigning for a nine hour work day, and a fifty 

four hour week and were meeting with considerable resistance from their penny 

pinching employers.  A march occurred in the spring of 1872 to rally support for 

the printers’ demands that ended in violence and multiple arrests. 

Organized labour was determined that this event was not going to be forgotten 

and celebrated the printers’ strike early in May until the federal government of 

Prime Minister John Thompson formally recognized the workers commemoration 

and moved it to September in 1894. 

Many on the political right claim that unions are an antiquated relic of a bygone 

time.  The number of Canadians involved in organized labour does not seem to 

support that supposition. As of 2015, 31.8% of Canadians were members of trade 

unions.  Approximately 4.83 million Canadians go to work every day at a union job 

site. 

Many are surprised to learn that Quebec and Newfoundland are the two most 

unionized provinces in Canada, with rates of organized labour topping 38%.  

Ontario lags far behind with a unionization rate of 26.3%, a number ravaged by 

free trade and the closing of branch plants right across the province. 

On Labour Day even those who are not in a union have a question to ask 

themselves.  Do they like weekends, a minimum wage, safe working conditions, 

and Worker’s Compensation if they are hurt at work?  Most would answer yes, 

and need to thank organized labour for pioneering all of these workplace 

improvements. 



A recent report from the Conference Board of Canada linked the health of 

Canada’s middle class to the influence unions had in guaranteeing good wages 

and benefits for their members.  The report stated that on average, union 

members made $5.40 an hour more than their non-union brethren, 70% of union 

members had access to pensions versus 30%in private industry, and there are 

30% fewer critical injuries on union job sites than non-union job sites.  The report 

concluded that predictable schedules, standard hours of works, overtime and 

shift premiums were almost totally the creation of organized labour and that non-

union labour generally benefitted from every improvement unionized workers 

achieved. 

A healthy and burgeoning middle class drives the Canadian economy buying 

houses, automobiles and other consumer goods making lives better for all 

Canadians. 

On this Labour Day it is worthwhile to remember the history behind the day and 

remember the people and organizations that have so radically changed the face 

of the Canadian workplace for the better. Happy Labour Day!   

 


